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ABSTRACT
Software Product Line (SPL) relies on the development of a collection of information systems from a shared set of software assets. In this context, the adoption of SPL in the industry relies heavily on tool support. This paper presents ViSPLatform, a visualization environment aimed at portraying data related to experiments focusing on SPL tools. We conducted a preliminary evaluation to analyze to which extent the platform is effective to support the understanding of characteristics of the SPL tools. The results of this study show that ViSPLatform can somehow indicate strengths and improvement opportunities in the analyzed SPL tools. For instance, they show that Automatic Analysis is a strength of the SPL tool and that Interface is an improvement opportunity. (Better if read in colors).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: [Miscellaneous];
D.2 [Software Engineering]: [Miscellaneous]

General Terms
Software Engineering and Information Visualization

Keywords
Software product line tools, information visualization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of software systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfies the specific needs of a particular market segment [14]. A feature represents an increment in functionality or a system property relevant to some stakeholders [1]. An important concept of an SPL is the Feature Model (FM) which is used to represent the common and variable features in SPL [6].

The number of empirical studies focusing on SPL tools published in the literature has increased over the last years [5] [12] [8]. The analysis of data from experiments can be complex, involving many variables and possible crossings that could lead to a high number of possible analyzes. These aforementioned factors characterize the knowledge discovery as not a trivial task. The literature has provided evidences that visualization resources and techniques are effective to meet user needs regarding the analysis of specific data sets [16]. The primary goal of visualization is to convey information in an understandable, effective, easy-to-remember way [7]. This paper proposes the use of a multiple view interactive environment called ViSPLatform [18]. The interactive visual representations and analytical interaction techniques focused on empirical data analysis to help data analysts to comprehend and explore data from research methods in the SPL tool context.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents SPL concepts. Section 3 introduces the purpose of our visual platform composed by the visualization techniques presented and explains in more detail each technique applied. Section 4 briefly gives an overview about an empirical study setting using a SPL tool which the empirical data was collected to provide the data set for this current work and outlines a preliminary evaluation. Section 5 discusses some related works. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future directions for this work.

2. SPL DEVELOPMENT
The SPL development involves modeling features that represent different viewpoints, sub-systems, or concerns of the software system [1]. Figure 1 depicts an example of FM. In feature models, nodes represent features and edges show relationships between parent and child features [1]. These relationships define how the features can be combined. There are common features found in all products of the product line (known as mandatory features) and variable features that allow distinguishing between products in a product line. Variable features define points of variation and their role is to permit the instantiation of different products by enabling or disabling specific SPL functionality. Generally, these variable features are represented by optional (“OR”) or alternative (“XOR”) features. As shown in Figure 1, the nodes are represented by boxes and connections between them are represented by edges.

According to [13], 41 tools were identified to support SPL development and variability management. These tools support the representation and management of reusable artifacts instead of providing means for conventional development from scratch. Considering this scenario, selecting the
tool that best fit the SPL development goals is not as trivial as it might have been.

3. VISPLATFORM

Following the reference model presented in Figure 2, the Raw Data to be conveyed in VISPLATFORM comes from artifacts of SPL tools experiments such as study protocol, participants knowledge background, work experience, tasks to be performed and the corresponding results.

3.1 VISPLATFORM Architecture

The DataTables in Figure 2 is obtained from raw data from the experiments after conversion to both JSON and Comma Separated Values (CSV) files. In the case of the JSON format, the file contains an object list with a set of empirical SPL tools data. At this point, data representing real attributes (attributes related to the target domain, in this case characteristics of SPL tools) is structured and organized for the next step as a Visual Structure. As presented in Figure 2, the Visual Structure provides data to feed the views with visual attributes. Real attributes are related to the domain that is the focus of the user tasks, in this case, experiments regarding SPL tools. Visual attributes are related to the visual representation provided in the views, such as position, color and shape of visual elements. The visual structure in VISPLATFORM is implemented with JavaScript language. The visual structure enables the use of the mapping described before to set the appearance of the views and to handle the behavior as a result of captured events performed by the user.

In Figure 2, Views correspond to the user-interface in HTML which receives the visualization techniques. Thereby, VISPLATFORM manages visual models for one or more data sets, separating visual attributes (location, size, color, etc) from the abstract data. One or more views provide a graphical display of the visualization, while control modules process user interaction which can affect change at any part of the application. To implement views in VISPLATFORM, we used the analytical data visualization tool called Data-Driven Documents (D3) [2], a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data. This library provides resources to set and manipulate attributes of graphical elements in Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG), which is a XML-based vector image format for two-dimensional graphics with support for interactivity and animation. Moreover, we used Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) that is a style sheet language used for describing the presentation of a document written in a markup language. Finally, we built the platform using components provided by the Bootstrap Framework, which includes several style sheets and jQuery plugins for establishing interactive web sites or application user interfaces. All these technologies were employed for realizing a dynamic exploration and visualization experience.

3.2 Raw Data of SPL Tools

In this section, we describe the Raw Data used by VISPLATFORM. Firstly, we explain the functionalities of SPL tools. After that, we list the issues related to strengths and improvement opportunities of SPL tools. Finally, to provide better contextualization, we characterize the participants of an empirical study focusing on SPL tools described in Section 4 on this paper.

SPL Tool Functionalities. Based on previous work [13] the following functionalities of SPL tools were considered in this paper: (i) Feature Model Edition. Edit a representation of all products of the SPL in terms of features. (ii) Automated Feature Model Analysis. It can be defined as the computer-aided extraction of information from FMs. (iii) Product Configuration. A product is declaratively specified by selecting or deselecting features according to stakeholder’s preferences. (iv) Feature Model Import/Export. It is how the FM can be imported or exported in XML, CSV or other format and how to integrate the FM in a new project.

Strengths and Improvement Opportunities of SPL Tools. To know what are the strengths and improvement opportunities of a SPL tool faced by participants during the execution of tasks. In particular, we ask the participants about the following items: (i) automatic organization, (ii) automatic analysis, (iii) edition, (iv) examples available, (v) hot keys, (vi) integration with other tools, (vii) interface, (viii) persistence models, (ix) product configuration, (x) tutorials and users guides. In such a way, we have knowledge about the percentage of responses for each mentioned items. In addition, we can make a comparison on what are the top rated as strengths and improvement opportunities of SPL tools.

Background of the Participants. We used a questionnaire to collect the following data about the background of each participant: id, gender, tool used, university that each participant is enrolled, and level of different skills, such as Object-Oriented Programming (OOP), Unified Modeling Language (UML), and Software Product Line (SPL). For these skills, participants could claim to have high, medium, low, or no knowledge. In addition, the questionnaire also collected data regarding their Work Experience (WE) that could be classified as: more than 3 years, 1 to 3 years, up to 1 year, and never worked in software development industry.

3.3 Visual Encoding of Data Tables

In this section, we describe the mapping of raw data presented in Section 3.2 into visual attributes to be conveyed in views.

Background of Participants. The background of participants was represented through the area and color visual attributes of the bubbles chart view. In this way, the color can be mapped to a real attribute while the area to another. The bubble chart view was selected among other views such as position, color and shape of visual elements.
as circle packing or hierarchical edge bundling [2]. The reason behind the choice of the bubbles view is the possibility to provide both a panoramic and detail visual scenario of the participants that took part in the experiment. For example, we can on one hand identify using the filter to group the participants enrolled by university. And in the other hand, we can spot the knowledge of participant and its level with mouse over a bubble.

SPL Tool Functionalities/Tasks. The goal is to know the percentage of results for each task performed by participants. In other words, we want to know how the percentage of participants that complete the task with success, minor trouble, major trouble, or participants that were unable to complete the task. To represent these percentages we use donuts and divergent stacked bar chart in different views. Each slice represent one of these results. We use color to differentiate each slice. As a result, we can have an overview about each task and its performance.

Strengths and Improvement Opportunities of SPL Tools. Strengths and improvement opportunities are divergent data. Thus, we can use position and color to represent these two sides. We choose to use the Diverging Stacked Bar Chart for presenting results of rating scales. However, there are other ways to plot data as Likert or rating scale. These graphical forms include tables, bar charts of means, grouped bar charts, divided bar charts, ribbon charts, multiple pie charts, waffle plots, and radar plots [15].

The following sections present some questions we would like to answer with the tool and present the proposed visual representations as well as the analytical interaction techniques that can be used with them. We explain the rational behind the project of the techniques and discuss some analysis that can be done through them.

3.4 The Bubbles Chart View

Knowing the profile of the participants is a very important information in empirical studies. Before any analysis and conclusions, it is essential to have an overview of the characteristics of the group of people involved. In our empirical study, we mapped the “background of participants”. We collected data about this background through a questionnaire.

We have represented several possible background information of the different groups of people (genders, universities, etc.) through a Bubble chart. Each bubble represent a participant and the areas of the circles encode levels of experience. Bubbles can then be grouped using different possible categorical attributes that segment the data. It is based on the Gestalt principle of proximity and shows if the background of the participants is similar in each group. For instance, Figure 3 shows the participants sorted by groups.

Figure 3: Participants sorted by group.

The visualization is interactive and data analysts can choose different attributes to group data. For each new selection, the bubble diagram performs a transition. Data analysts have two ways to interact with the visualization. Figure 4 depicts one of the interactions, when a data analyst run mouse over a bubble. In this case, a legend appears with extra information about the specific participant. Second, data analysts can rearrange the bubbles grouping by some options available in a selection list. When one of the options is chosen, the bubbles are separated and grouped into different regions of the screen according to the selection.

Figure 4: Background of participants

3.5 The Heatmap and Donut Chart Views

A remarkable aspect of the empirical data is the possible correlations that can be established between the background of participants and the quality of the tasks done, the level of difficulty faced or the number of mistakes. This aspect is one of the most interesting and, for this reason, we propose two different visualizations interactively linked. Figure 5 shows an example of the heatmap which is a matrix-based display that simultaneously reveals correlations between the values in a first attribute (encoded as rows) and the second
one (depicted as columns). The quantitative values of the attributes are encoded as colors in different intensities. In other words, it consists of a set of cells, each colored based on a quantitative scale corresponding to attributes of the matrix.

In a usual heatmap, cells are colored based on a real number scale or can be discretized if necessary. Instead, in our heatmap, we used a divergent color scale going from red to blue to encode failure and success in task completion. We also decided to combine the colors of the cells for the whole set of participants related to the specific cell to depict a summary of the results per cell. Notice that, for each cell we have a number of participants and four different possible levels of difficulty. For this reason, we linked a donut chart with the result task of these participants appears showing details about the proportions of each result. In addition, the center of the donut shows the percentage of answers of the participants that have this knowledge and perform this task using "tool 1".

Figure 5 shows the map of each level of knowledge versus results of the tasks performed by participants of an experimental study. Each cell is colored with the combination of colors by percentage of results. For example, if we want to evaluate the impact for “tool 1” of participants with “skill 5” knowledge and their performance on the “task 4”, data analysts can move the mouse over a specific cell and a donut chart with the result task of these participants appears showing details about the proportions of each result. In addition, the center of the donut shows the percentage of answers of the participants that have this knowledge and perform this task using "tool 1".

**Figure 5: Example of Heatmap and Donut**

### 3.6 The Bar and Donut Charts Views

The heatmap and donut charts provide a general view of the data set and the results obtained by an empirical study. However, a possible limitation is that they do not combine skills or tasks in an ad hoc manner and see how these variable can impact the results obtained by that participant in the performed test. With this objective, we proposed an interactive combination of bar and donut charts to show at first glance both the distributions of the different backgrounds and the proportions of the results obtained in each task. Taking into account the human perceptual system and specially the memory limitations when charts to be compared are distant, we presented the whole set of charts organized in a dashboard where data analysts can compare and contrast results in a straightforward manner.

Figure 6 shows the overview of this dashboard that depicts the background versus task results. This figure shows the task results, knowledge, tasks and tools for all participants. Our goal is to analyze whether the background of participants impacts on the use of the analyzed tools and, as the dashboard is highly interactive, different combination between the skills can be done in order to analyze the results of tasks in each tool. For instance, supposing that we want to evaluate only the results obtained by highly skilled participants, we can select this level in all possible categories (backgrounds) and analyze the results obtained by only this group on the respective donut charts.

**Figure 6: Impact on the use of each tools**

In Figure 7 outlines the background of participants. Figure 7(a), each bar is intended to show the percentage of skill levels of participants. We used bars to encode the respective values (their distribution) and visually reinforce the independent nature of these knowledge and their levels. Figure 7(b) shows that the data analyst can interact by selecting and deselecting any bar representing each possible level of each of the possible types of knowledge.

**Figure 7: Selecting (a) or Deselecting Background (b)**

Figure 8 shows donut charts which are later used to summarize the task results. This figure depicts the percentage of result task performed by participants. Besides, each donut chart is intended to summarize the results of one task in one specific tool. The legend in the center of each donut is to identify the matching tool. For instance, “T1” means “Tool 1” and “T2” means “Tool 2”.

**Figure 8: Donut charts summarizing task results**
We used donut charts to represent the results of each task by tool. We know that donuts are as less accurate than bar charts [17]. Besides, we did not show the percentage in each slice to avoid visual pollution and too many information. Nevertheless, Figure 8 shows that the data analyst can interact with specific slices by mouse overing events to see tooltips with the result and its percentage.

Figure 8: Participants with some knowledge

3.7 The Diverging Stacked Bar Chart View

Figure 9 illustrates a diverging stacked bar chart. This chart provides an effective way to communicate summaries of data collected with Likert and other rating scales [15] [10]. In our study, we used this visualization to illustrate if two different scales correlate in an empirical study. First, we used the diverging stacked bar chart to present the results of tasks when we asked about the problems faced during the tasks performed by participants. In Figure 9, we considered Failed and Trouble as more difficult to perform the task (negative percentage), shown on the left of the zero line. We considered Some Trouble and Success as easier to perform the task (positive percentage), shown on the right of the zero line.

Figure 9: Diverging Stacked Bar Chart for presenting results of rating scales

Second, we used the diverging stacked bar chart to present the participants answers about strengths and improvement opportunities of each tool. We considered strengths as positives and improvement opportunities as negatives points that the participants faced during the tasks.

4. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

This section presents an preliminary evaluation aiming to illustrate the applicability of ViSPLatform. Section 4.1 describes the configuration of an empirical study about SPL tools. Section 4.2 reports the problems encountered by participants when performing the requested tasks using SPLOT [11]. Section 4.3 focuses the discussion on whether the background of participants can impact on the use of SPLOT. Finally, Section 4.4 discusses the strengths and improvement opportunities of the SPLOT tool.

4.1 Study Settings

This section presents the study configuration of an preliminary evaluation aiming to illustrate the applicability of ViSPLatform. To this end, we collected the data from an empirical study of one SPL tool, namely Software Product Lines Online Tools (SPLOT) [11]. SPLOT is a Web-based tool for creating and sharing feature models and product configuration. It is a free and open source project. In addition, this section explains the training session and tasks assigned to participants in this evaluation.

We used the Bubbles chart to represent the participants involved in this study. They are 41 young developers enrolled in courses related to the Software Engineering area. Figure 10 shows a visualization of these participants. All are graduated or close to graduate since they are mostly participants post-graduated M.Sc. and Ph.D. students from four different academic institutions.

Figure 10: SPLOT Participants

The participants were nicknamed as S1 to S41. Our goal is to use these nicknames while keeping the anonymity of the participants, since we did not repeat participants in the experiments. We performed an analysis of four functionalities provided by SPLOT (Section 3.2).

Further details about the distribution of participants, background questionnaire, and additional information about the participants (id of each participant, gender, the SPL tool used, and University that each participant is enrolled) can be observed by using ViSPLatform via its website [18].

4.2 Problems Faced by SPLOT Participants

Our goal in this section is to analyze the problems that developers may have to carry out tasks in SPLOT. In other words, we aim to answer the following research question.

RQ1. What functionalities are hard and easy to use?

For this evaluation, participants answered a questionnaire with closed questions (Section 4.1) asking for the completion of the tasks. After each task of the experiment, participants had the following options to answer: (i) I was unable to perform, (ii) I performed with major problem, (iii) I performed with minor problem, and (iv) I had no problem performing the task. In order to answer the research question RQ1, we rely on data presented in Figure 11. This visualization summarizes the results grouped by functionality and tool. We
defined a Y-axis to quantify the cumulated results, where the negative values mean “hard to use” and positive values mean “easy to use” the respective functionality. Therefore, the general observation is that participants had minor problems or no problem to perform the tasks using SPLOT. We also analyzed other characteristics of these results in this section. Some conclusions were also supported by qualitative feedback from the study participants.

Product Configuration seems the most challenge functionality to use by SPLOT participants. The visualization presented in Figure 11 shows that about 12% of participants were unable, and 24% had major problems to perform the Product Configuration task. On the other hand, 24% of participants of SPLOT had minor problems and 76% performed without problems the Automated Feature Model Analysis task. These results endorse one major goal of this SPL tool, which is to support developers with automatic statistic computation [11], such as depth of the feature tree, number of possible configurations, and others. SPLOT also focuses on critical debugging tasks, such as checking the consistency of feature models and detecting the presence of dead and common features.

4.3 Background Influence

Our goal is to analyze whether the background of developers can impact on the use of SPLOT. In other words, we aim to answer the following research question.

RQ2. Does the background of developers impact on the use of the SPLOT tool?

In order to answer RQ2, ViSPLatform presents two different visualizations interactively linked, heatmap with donut chart. Figure 12 shows the heatmap of each level of knowledge versus results of the tasks performed by participants of our experimental study. Finally, we used a divergent color scale going from red to blue to encode failure and success in the task completion in each cell.

In this visualization, data analysts can not only have more information about the results represented by each cell but also have a general view about the results presented in all tasks and skill levels in the matrix. Analogously, the visualization about the problems faced by participants (Figure 11), the data analyst can see with more details the task results of each level skill. Thereby, there are a great number of success or some troubles (blue intensity) for the Automated Feature Model Analysis task for SPLOT. Note that, there is no participants who claimed to have “no” knowledge in OOP for SPLOT. In this manner, this insight was not easily visible in the other visualization techniques. In these two cases, when data analysts interact with any one of these cells (gray cell) only a message “no data to show” appear for them. The limitation of this visualization is that the data analyst can not combine different skills level to analyze the background influence on the tasks. Thereby, we proposed another highly interactive visualization presented in ViSPLatform, with different combination between the skills, in order to analyze the results of tasks (RQ2).

For instance, we can classify the participants by their level of knowledge and work experience. Group 1 (Strong Background) includes participants that claimed to have high and medium knowledge in OOP, UML, and more than 1 year of work experience. Group 2 (Weak Background) includes participants that answered few and no knowledge in OOP, UML, and less than 1 year of work experience. Figure 13 shows donut charts summarizing the results. Similarly to Figure 11, this figure depicts the percentage of participants who performed tasks. Charts on top indicate results for participants in the strong background group (32%) and charts on the bottom of Figure 13 indicate participants with weak background (18%). Besides, each donut chart summarizes the result of one task in one specific tool.

Based on the visualizations of Figure 13, we compared these two groups for each dimension. For Feature Model Edition, for instance, we realized that SPLOT showed some differences between these two groups. That is, about 11% of participants with weak background (Group 2) reported they were unable to conclude their tasks while 99% of strong background participants complete their tasks related to Feature Model Edition. In addition, the percentage of participants who had few problems or had no problem did not change from Group 1 to Group 2. The reason for this result may be due to the Web interface of SPLOT and for these participants of both groups do not seemed familiar with it.
Therefore, we noticed the percentage of success is related to the skill level of participants in these cases. Good knowledge in OOP and UML may have contributed positively to success of participants in Feature Model Edition task because this task of editing a feature model involves creating an abstract representation and relationships, similarly to software modeling with UML.

With respect to Product Configuration, in spite of SPLOT has been developed with focus on this task [11], both groups had similar performance. However, Group 2 had 33% failures, while Group 1 had only 13%. The configuration of a product seems a simple activity. At first glance, this task seems to require only selecting or deselecting features of the model. However, other knowledge about the SPL model is also important, such as comprehension of the notations, the relationships between features, and constraints.

As shown in Figure 13, for Feature Model Import/Export, participants who used SPLOT presented big difference in the results when comparing both groups. The percentage of failures increased from 17% in Group 1 to 33% in Group 2. Although the repository of model is an interesting functionality of this tool, the participants of this study seem not familiar with it. Hence, it was difficult for participants with weak background to perform this task in SPLOT. However, this task is very common for experienced software developers, what may have contributed positively to the task in Group 1.

### 4.4 Strengths and Improvement Opportunities

Our goal is to investigate some of the strengths and improvement opportunities of SPLOT. In other words, we aim to answer the following research question.

**RQ3. What are the strengths and improvement opportunities of SPLOT?**

Figure 14 shows diverging stacked bar chart of the strengths and improvement opportunities of SPLOT. This visualization is supported by VisSPLOt platform. The items about strengths and improvement opportunities, presented in Section 3.3, are sorted in alphabetical order. Participants could also freely express about other strengths or improvement opportunities they encountered during the tasks.

About 47% of its participants pointed the interface as the biggest improvement opportunity. 37% indicated the hot-key as a problem. In addition, 24% of them pointed product configuration and examples available as problems to understand the SPLOT tool, as shown in Figure 14. Although SPLOT is not a development tool, the integration with source code was another improvement opportunity pointed freely by participants. On the other hand, the two most voted strengths were: automatic analysis of the models (76%) and editor of model (61%). For other participants, 32% indicated that the tool interface was easy and intuitive and 24% indicated the product configuration as an other positive point. Other strengths pointed freely by participants are the online tool and repository for sharing the models.

## 4.5 Threats To Validity

This section discusses the different types of threats to validity of our preliminary evaluation with respect to the four categories [19]: construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and conclusion validity.

**Construct validity.** This type of threat can occur in formulating the questionnaire in our experiment, although we have discussed several times the experiment design. To minimize social threats, we performed the experiment in different institutions. **Internal validity.** A limitation of our preliminary evaluation concerns the absence of balancing the participants in groups according to their knowledge. It can be argued that the level of knowledge of some participants may not reflect the state of practice. To minimize this threat, we provide at least 1.5 hour training session to introduce participants to the basic required knowledge and a questionnaire for help the better characterize the sample as a whole.

**External validity.** A major external validity can be the selected tool and participants. We choose SPLOT tool, among many available ones, and we cannot guarantee that our observations can be generalized to other tools. About participants, we tried to minimize this threat by working with random participants from various groups. We worked with both new and experienced developers. They are graduated or close to graduate since the course targets post-graduated M.Sc. and Ph.D. students. **Conclusion validity.** The conclusion analyzed could be another if it was done by other researchers or, if it was done by just one of us. To minimize this threat, we discuss the results data to make a more reliable conclusion.

## 5. RELATED WORK

Visualization techniques have been used in software engineering as a support for understanding, maintaining and evolving software systems [7]. In the following sentences we
present some tools that use visualization to support activities related to SPL. Visual and Interactive Tool for Feature Configuration [3] is a visual and interactive tool for product configuration. It was based on a meta-model which specifies the main entities such as decisions, characteristics, components and the relationships between them. Visit-FC adds interactive functionality to SPL engineers, allowing clear operation and manipulation of data. It provides a compact and interactive representation of feature hierarchies, allowing configuration with the spread of automatic restrictions, and providing tips for configuration issues and open decisions.

Colored Integrated Development Environment (CID[4]) is an Eclipse plug-in to support the SPL development. It is based on filters and views on source code in order to visualize and trace features in source code to support especially the variability management in SPL. This tool maintains a direct mapping between features and implementation, based on colors. That is, the portion which code belongs and a given feature are of the same color. When a piece of code belongs to more than one feature, this stretch is a combination of feature colors which it belongs.

We have seen a lack of research focus on the use of visualization resources to understand and analyze empirical data generated by SPL tools related activities. The work presented in this paper goes in this direction.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this paper was to describe how the combined and integrated use of visual resources and analytical interaction techniques could support the comprehension of data from research methods in the SPL context. To this end, we implemented a visual platform called VisPLatform composed by a set of different visualization techniques.

In the first view, we used bubbles to represent participants of the empirical study. In this case, it was possible to interact with the bubbles chart view to obtain information and background of a specific participant. In the second view, we combined heatmap and donut chart to have an overview about the impact of participant background on the results of tasks related to the concepts feature model edition, automated analysis feature model, product configuration and import/export feature model. We also implemented the third view to detail this influence/impact. For that, we used a combination of bar and donut chart. Finally, we used divergent stacked chart to present and explore problems faced by participants during the experiment in addition to strengths and improvement opportunities of each tool pointed by them.

We believe that this set of visualization supported by VisPLatform and the respective interaction techniques can be used in other empirical data helping to answer research questions in different studies that shared similar characteristics or configuration explained and presented in this paper.
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